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NEW GAME START-UP LOOKING TO IMPROVE ONLINE DISCOURSE
[Honolulu, HI, July 18, 2022] - Diceweaver is looking to lead the next generation of social game
companies to create communities that treat each other with kindness and respect while still allowing
diversity of thought.
Diceweaver, a gaming platform for tabletop role playing games, emphasizes the importance of
kindness to its users. It is creating a community of gamers, young and old, who can feel safe in this
unique place online.
“Parents have been some of the most enthusiastic about this company and this mission so far,”
says founder and President Brandon Harris.
Brandon Harris is no stranger to the culture of Silicon Valley. He got his start working in tech in San
Francisco in the early-1990s before the first dot-com boom. He has worked at various companies
including Sun Microsystems, Organic, Electronic Arts, and The Wikimedia Foundation - the
organization behind Wikipedia. You may even remember his image and story when it was used for
Wikimedia’s annual fundraiser.
Brandon has been on the frontlines of social media since its inception trying to make sure hate
speech is not a part of our online discourse - something that is seemingly impossible. That’s where
Diceweaver comes in. Brandon is now taking his love of tabletop gaming, such as Dungeons and
Dragons, and his extensive experience with community building to create a virtual tabletop platform
and community that will be a safe environment for a diverse group of users. The difference between
Diceweaver and other game companies is Diceweaver has a very clear code of conduct that does not
allow hate speech of any kind.
He also thinks it functions better than any other tabletop gaming platform currently on the market.
Diceweaver allows you to play your games with a tablet or phone - a feature unavailable with other
virtual tabletops.
“I’ve seen so many companies with online communities get backlash for trying to skirt around
the fact that their users are diverse and should not shut down discourse about being human
and the human experience because that topic is deemed ‘political.’ There is a clear difference
between debate and hate speech and misinformation and we have outlined that from the get
go.”
Diceweaver is currently in alpha phase but is open to all users to create an account. Brandon has
built the platform by himself so far so he could use money to hire more designers and programmers.
Get involved by supporting Diceweaver’s Kickstarter campaign.
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